Lisa Jones is an author, speaker,
in-demand media personality,
intuitive guide and consultant
for high-level performers in
global business, high-profile
celebrities and individuals alike.

PRESENTATION TOPICS

Her life-changing workshops

CULTIVATE CORPORATE CONSCIOUSNESS

potential of spirit, abundance

Awaken the soul within your company. Peace, patience and profits
will soar as your team becomes stirred into action after incorporating
Lisa’s strategic and intuitive ideas into your business.

and true inner happiness.

EMPTY WEALTH SYNDROME™

reach and teach the powerful

MEDIA APPEARANCES

Our society emphasizes and applauds the glory of wealth and fame,
however many who acquire this idealized goal often find happiness
and fulfillment eludes them. Lisa coined the term Empty Wealth
Syndrome™ and is a master at identifying those with this issue and
helping them to create a life where they truly feel they have it all.

END OF LIFE CONVERSATIONS
Discussing death and the miracles that occur around the time of transition
is a topic that is not usually discussed among medical professionals
or lay people. Lisa will enlighten and entertain you with the many gifts
of grief that are available to all who are open, aware and awake.

CONNECTIONS TO CLARITY
Lisa shares her story of love and loss to open your heart and then fills
your mind with her three step process on how to connect to your
own divine wisdom.

ADDITIONAL TOPICS
Intuition: Your True Competitive Advantage k Tapping into the Heart of
Business k Create Soul Collages k The Myth of Money & Happiness:
How to Truly Be Happy k Improve Your Life by Learning How to Meditate

“Millionaires don’t use
Astrology, billionaires do.”
— J.P. Morgan —

Lisa Jones | MILLIONAIRE MEDIUM

BOOK LISA TO INSPIRE YOUR GROUP
For more information or to hire Lisa, call 843.715.4200 or email
info@MillionaireMedium.com. Visit her at MillionaireMedium.com, or
connect on social media ( MillionaireMedium | LisaLivingHappy).

www.MillionaireMedium.com | 843.715.4200 |

RAVES
ALL HUMANS LIVE … AND DIE
Most struggle with experiences of loss,
death, disappointment and unwanted
change.
Some are destroyed, minimized. Some
learn. Few are transformed, lifted and
inspired by these experiences.
Lisa Jones has learned the many gifts of
transformation and inspiration through
the experience known as death. Although
most of society, religion and family
tradition protest otherwise, the untimely
passing of her husband Ian was a gift.
Via a Shared-Death Experience (SDE), Lisa was awakened to trust,
beauty, possibility and happiness as never before. She is now
compelled to share this truth with others.

“I rely far more on gut
instinct than researching
huge amounts of
statistics.”
— Sir Richard Branson —

Lisa is not a veiled and robed
elite goddess seated high on a
throne. She is a former high-level
CPA, mother of two, suburban,
automobile-driving woman
raised a traditional Christian.

She still has doubts, old paradigms weigh on her biggest dreams and
embarking on a scary new venture still sends chills down her spine.
The difference is, Lisa knows what’s happening when it happens. A
knowing she brings to every client, every audience, every time.

Lisa connects to her audience
in a way that is palpable and
profound. To say extraordinary
is a major understatement.
— Croix Sather | Danbury, CT —

Lisa’s passion, caring and
drive to share her love of life
and experiences of there being
more than just what we see, is
truly awesome. She inspires –
and gives those of us who are
more hesitant – a good kick
in a positive direction.
— Barb Murrell | London, England —

I have a busy, hectic life and
business, but after listening
to Lisa I found that I am now
more grounded and focused.
Every day I wake up jazzed and
energized to take on the day.
Thank you, Lisa!!!
— Vanessa Nash | San Francisco, CA —

I don’t know anyone who is
more connected to spirit through
her head, has her feet so deeply
grounded on the earth, yet
expresses herself so lovingly
through her heart and with such
passion using her voice.
— Peter Ferrio | Fairfield, CT —

BOOK LISA TO INSPIRE YOUR GROUP
For more information or to hire Lisa, call 843.715.4200 or email
info@MillionaireMedium.com. Visit her at MillionaireMedium.com, or
connect on social media ( MillionaireMedium | LisaLivingHappy).
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Lisa is open so incredibly wide
and touches people’s hearts
on such a deep level. She gives
people guidance that they could
spend tens of lifetimes trying
to find, and if you are open to
receiving this deep guidance it
will open a whole other realm of
possibilities for your current life.
— Chetan Parkyn | Vista, CA —

www.MillionaireMedium.com | 843.715.4200 |

